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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Hoover Institution Press,
This was not so clear during the post-war decade, but matters changed in the post-Stalin years. The epigraph
above seems to encapsulate the gist of his argument. The volume represents a collection of essays published
between and ; thereby, it makes a reflection of the last two decades of the USSR and subsequently its breakup,
with a particular emphasis on the Russian Federation and Ukraine. The reader, unfortunately, is more often
than not left with mixed feelings. On the one hand, there is the pleasure of engaging ideas and evaluating the
significance of corollaries made three decades earlier. On the other hand, it is not apparent how this is relevant
for current discourse. Perhaps the prescience and insights of the volu-me would have been made more
pertinent as well as poignant if the individual essays were reconsidered in light of developments going on at
the time of publication. Instead, they are presented in the form in which they were written some of them a
good thirty years ago. Thereby, the trajectories of the decline of the USSR and the construction of post-Soviet
independent states would have been stressed in a more relevant context for current analysis. In effect, this is
one of the main shortcomings of the volume: However, they seem to follow not only temporal, but also a
thematic logic. Chapters 1 and 2 outline the problematic nexus between Soviet modernity and the concept of
ethnicity; chapters 3, 4, and 5 center on the issues stirred by the Ukrainian idiosyncrasies of this relationship,
whereas chapters 6, 7, and 8 emphasise the Russian perspectives; chapters 9, 10, and 11 focus on a number of
Soviet points of view, and the remaining chapters discuss different aspects of post-Soviet existence. In spite of
this organizing logic and the merit of the individual chapters, the volume as a whole fails to make a
convincing impression. This model is interpreted as an attempt to set a pattern for relations in the larger
socialist community at the time. However, especially after World War II, it became very difficult to sustain the
viability and centrality of the Soviet Union in such symbolic framework of interactions. As Szporluk argues,
this is not simply the result of a departure from s internationalism, but also the outcome of a deeper ideational
and material crisis within the USSR in the context of the dominant position of Russian ethnicity and language.
These patterns are discussed within the context of a Ukrainian identity challenged both by Poland and Russia.
The noteworthy implications deriving from this problematique are that again You are not currently
authenticated. View freely available titles:
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In decentralizing power from the massive communist bureaucracy towards local power control, Gorbachev
alienated Party apparatchiks, deprived himself of a power base to support his reforms, incited nationalist and
independence movements inside and outside of the U. Although they recognized the need for reform which is
why Gorbachev had been chosen to head the Communist Party , hardliners quickly grew wary of many of
these changes, which weakened their own powerful positions and veered away from Communist orthodoxy.
They repeatedly pushed back, and took advantage of the new press freedoms under glasnost to publish attacks
on Gorbachev. Ultimately, in August , a group of these hardliners staged a coup to topple Gorbachev. The
coup failed, but it further destabilized the Soviet system. Meanwhile, newly released dissidents like physicist
and Nobel laureate Andrei Sakharov criticized the pace and scope of reforms, pushing for a full-fledged move
to a market economy and further liberalization of the political process, moves which Gorbachev was often
unwilling to make. The Soviet people were unprepared for the speed of the reforms. While it took several
years for the economic and political reforms of perestroika to take effect, the new transparency under glasnost
happened almost immediately. Shocking revelations about past abuses under the Soviet system came to light.
William Taubman, historian and author of Gorbachev: That included exposing the corruption and
inefficiencies in the modern-day Soviet system. The rapidity with which the foundation blocks of Soviet
communism came under harsh criticism was unsettling for many in the Soviet Union, further destabilizing an
already precarious situation. An anti-Gorbachev crowd demonstrating in support of populist Boris Yeltsin.
Having risen through the ranks of the Communist Party, Gorbachev was a skilled in-fighter who could
navigate the dog-eat-dog world of the Kremlin. But when faced with a new, democratically elected group,
those skills failed him. Another rising leader, Boris Yeltsin , was known for his popular touch. The
increasingly tension-filled relationship between the two men proved disastrous. They should have been allies,
they could have been allies, they would have been terrific allies with their different skills, but they turned
themselves into enemies. Gorbachev played a role in creating Yeltsin as his nemesis, and then Yeltsin paid
him back in spades. There is little doubt that these reforms, intended to strengthen the economy and transform
the political system, instead undermined the very foundation of the Soviet Union. While some sort of collapse
may have been inevitable, Taubman believes that, thanks to Gorbachev, the ending was far less tumultuous
than it could have been. Gorbachev managed, or is responsible for, the relatively peaceful end of an empire.
Bush and Soviet counterpart Mikhail Gorbachev during their joint press conference in Moscow concluding the
two-day US-Soviet Summit dedicated to the disarmament. Bush , was slow to act when pushback from
hardliners made Gorbachev most vulnerable. Bush might have worried that the aid would go down the drain.
Taubman believes that this period marked the only time in the last century that America had a Russian or
Soviet partner that was truly willing to be an ally, making it a missed opportunity of huge proportions. Many
in Russia look back at the pre-Gorbachev era with a somewhat undeserved nostalgia, overlooking the
economic, political and societal harshness of the Soviet system. When Gorbachev ran for president in , just
five years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, he garnered less than one percent of the vote. Recent
popularity polls have placed him well below even dictator Joseph Stalin. Russian President Vladimir Putin has
been a vocal critic.
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History of Russia â€”96 Peter the Great â€” [ edit ] Peter the Great officially renamed the Tsardom of Russia
as the Russian Empire in and became its first emperor. He instituted sweeping reforms and oversaw the
transformation of Russia into a major European power. Peter I the Great â€” played a major role in introducing
Russia to the European state system. While the vast land had a population of 14 million, grain yields trailed
behind those of agriculture in the West, [9] compelling nearly the entire population to farm. Only a small
percentage lived in towns. The class of kholops , close in status to slavery , remained a major institution in
Russia until , when Peter converted household kholops into house serfs , thus including them in poll taxation.
Russian agricultural kholops were formally converted into serfs earlier in His attention then turned to the
North. Peter still lacked a secure northern seaport, except at Archangel on the White Sea , where the harbor
was frozen for nine months a year. Access to the Baltic was blocked by Sweden, whose territory enclosed it on
three sides. The war ended in when an exhausted Sweden asked for peace with Russia. Peter acquired four
provinces situated south and east of the Gulf of Finland. The coveted access to the sea was now secured. In ,
he turned his aspirations as first Russian monarch toward increasing Russian influence in the Caucasus and the
Caspian Sea at the expense of the weakened Safavid Persians. He made Astrakhan the centre of military
efforts against Persia, and waged the first full-scale war against them in â€” He replaced the old boyar Duma
council of nobles with a nine-member Senate, in effect a supreme council of state. The countryside was
divided into new provinces and districts. Peter told the Senate that its mission was to collect taxes, and tax
revenues tripled over the course of his reign. Peter abolished the patriarchate and replaced it with a collective
body, the Holy Synod , led by a government official. Meanwhile, all vestiges of local self-government were
removed. After a short reign of his widow Catherine I , the crown passed to empress Anna who slowed down
the reforms and led a successful war against the Ottoman Empire , which brought a significant weakening of
the Ottoman vassal Crimean Khanate , a long-term Russian adversary. Elizabeth supported the arts,
architecture and the sciences for example with the foundation of the Moscow University. However, she did not
carry out significant structural reforms. It was successful for Russia militarily, but fruitless politically.
Considering herself an enlightened absolutist , she played a key role in the Russian Enlightenment. She
contributed to the resurgence of the Russian nobility that began after the death of Peter the Great. State service
was abolished, and Catherine delighted the nobles further by turning over most state functions in the provinces
to them. Inspired by a Cossack named Pugachev , with the emphatic cry of "Hang all the landlords! Instead of
the traditional punishment of being drawn and quartered, Catherine issued secret instructions that the
executioner should carry the sentence out quickly and with a minimum of suffering, as part of her effort to
introduce compassion into the law. These gestures of compassion garnered Catherine much positive attention
from Europe experiencing the Enlightenment age, but the specter of revolution and disorder continued to
haunt her and her successors. In order to ensure continued support from the nobility, which was essential to
the survival of her government, Catherine was obliged to strengthen their authority and power at the expense
of the serfs and other lower classes. Nevertheless, Catherine realized that serfdom must be ended, going so far
in her Nakaz "Instruction" to say that serfs were "just as good as we are" â€” a comment the nobility received
with disgust. Then, by plotting with the rulers of Austria and Prussia , she incorporated territories of the
Polishâ€”Lithuanian Commonwealth during the Partitions of Poland , pushing the Russian frontier westward
into Central Europe. In accordance with the treaty Russia had signed with the Georgians to protect them
against any new invasion of their Persian suzerains and further political aspirations, Catherine waged a new
war against Persia in after they had again invaded Georgia and established rule over it about a year prior and
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expelled the newly established Russian garrisons in the Caucasus. It is the largest copper coin ever issued.
While revenue rose from 9 million rubles in to 40 million in , expenses grew more rapidly, reaching 49 million
in The budget allocated 46 percent to the military, 20 percent to government economic activities, 12 percent
to administration, and nine percent for the Imperial Court in St. The deficit required borrowing, primarily from
Amsterdam; five percent of the budget was allocated to debt payments. Paper money was issued to pay for
expensive wars, thus causing inflation. For its spending, Russia obtained a large and well-equipped army, a
very large and complex bureaucracy, and a court that rivaled Paris and London. However the government was
living far beyond its means, and 18th-century Russia remained "a poor, backward, overwhelmingly
agricultural, and illiterate country". The campaign was a catastrophe. In the bitter Russian Winter , thousands
of French troops were ambushed and killed by peasant guerrilla fighters. As Western European economic
growth accelerated during the Industrial Revolution , Russia began to lag ever farther behind, creating new
weaknesses for the Empire seeking to play a role as a great power. This status concealed the inefficiency of its
government, the isolation of its people, and its economic backwardness. Following the defeat of Napoleon,
Alexander I had been ready to discuss constitutional reforms, but though a few were introduced , no major
changes were attempted. The background of this revolt lay in the Napoleonic Wars , when a number of
well-educated Russian officers travelled in Europe in the course of military campaigns, where their exposure
to the liberalism of Western Europe encouraged them to seek change on their return to autocratic Russia. But
the revolt was easily crushed, leading Nicholas to turn away from the modernization program begun by Peter
the Great and champion the doctrine of Orthodoxy, Autocracy, and Nationality. In order to repress further
revolts, censorship was intensified, including the constant surveillance of schools and universities. Textbooks
were strictly regulated by the government. Police spies were planted everywhere. Would-be revolutionaries
were sent off to Siberia â€” under Nicholas I hundreds of thousands were sent to katorga there. The conclusion
of the â€” war with Persia made it irrevocably cede what is now Dagestan , Georgia, and most of Azerbaijan
to Russia following the Treaty of Gulistan. The late s were successful military years. Following a brief
occupation, the Russian imperial army withdrew back into Georgia. Some favored imitating Western Europe
while others were against this and called for a return to the traditions of the past. The latter path was advocated
by Slavophiles , who held the "decadent" West in contempt. The Slavophiles were opponents of bureaucracy
who preferred the collectivism of the medieval Russian obshchina or mir over the individualism of the West.
Russian tsars crushed two uprisings in their newly acquired Polish territories: The Russian autocracy gave the
Polish artisans and gentry reason to rebel in by assailing national core values of language, religion, culture.
France, Britain and Austria tried to intervene in the crisis but were unable to do so. Russiaâ€”United Kingdom
relations A panoramic view of Moscow in Flag of the Russian Empire for "Celebrations" from to The
Imperial Standard of the Tsar, used from to The eleven-month siege of a Russian naval base at Sevastopol
during the Crimean War Russian troops taking Samarkand 8 June Capturing of the Turkish redoubt during the
Siege of Plevna In â€”55 Russia lost to Britain, France and Turkey in the Crimean War , which was fought
primarily in the Crimean peninsula , and to a lesser extent in the Baltic. When Tsar Alexander II ascended the
throne in , desire for reform was widespread. A growing humanitarian movement attacked serfdom as
inefficient. In , there were more than 23 million serfs in usually poor living conditions. Alexander II decided
to abolish serfdom from above, with ample provision for the landowners, rather than wait for it to be abolished
from below in a revolutionary way that would hurt the landowners. Further reforms of s included
socio-economic reforms to clarify the position of the Russian government in the field of property rights and
their protection. However, instead of receiving their lands as a gift, the freed peasants had to pay a special tax
for what amounted to their lifetime to the government, which in turn paid the landlords a generous price for
the land that they had lost. In numerous cases the peasants ended up with the smallest amount of land. All the
property turned over to the peasants was owned collectively by the mir, the village community, which divided
the land among the peasants and supervised the various holdings. Revolutionaries believed that the newly
freed serfs were merely being sold into wage slavery in the onset of the industrial revolution, and that the
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bourgeoisie had effectively replaced landowners. In the late s Russia and the Ottoman Empire again clashed in
the Balkans. From to , the Balkan crisis intensified with rebellions against Ottoman rule by various Slavic
nationalities, which the Ottoman Turks dominated since the 16th century. This was seen as a political risk in
Russia, which similarly suppressed its Muslims in Central Asia and Caucasia. Russian nationalist opinion
became a major domestic factor in its support for liberating Balkan Christians from Ottoman rule and making
Bulgaria and Serbia independent. Within one year, Russian troops were nearing Istanbul and the Ottomans
surrendered. When Britain threatened to declare war over the terms of the Treaty of San Stefano, an exhausted
Russia backed down. At the Congress of Berlin in July , Russia agreed to the creation of a smaller Bulgaria, as
an autonomous principality inside the Ottoman Empire. As a result, Pan-Slavists were left with a legacy of
bitterness against Austria-Hungary and Germany for failing to back Russia. Disappointment at the results of
the war stimulated revolutionary tensions, and helped Serbia , Romania and Montenegro to gain independence
from and strengthen themselves against the Ottomans. To replace Muslim refugees who had fled across the
new frontier into Ottoman territory the Russian authorities settled large numbers of Christians from an
ethnically diverse range of communities in Kars Oblast, particularly the Georgians , Caucasus Greeks and
Armenians , each of whom hoped to achieve protection and advance their own regional ambitions on the back
of the Russian Empire. A committed Slavophile, Alexander III believed that Russia could be saved from
turmoil only by shutting itself off from the subversive influences of Western Europe. During his reign Russia
declared the Franco-Russian Alliance to contain the growing power of Germany, completed the conquest of
Central Asia and demanded important territorial and commercial concessions from the Qing. He taught his
royal pupils to fear freedom of speech and press, as well as disliking democracy, constitutions, and the
parliamentary system. Under Pobedonostsev, revolutionaries were persecuted and a policy of Russification
was carried out throughout the Empire. Both nations avoided escalating the tensions into a war, and they
became allies in
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The new year brought the results of elections. Chamber of Deputies gathered on 30 January CUP required to
have a strategy to the ends [which they lacked before the takeover] for the young ideals envisaged. The truth
was different. Ottoman government was a big bureaucracy. The new system may be too late to arrive to have
an impact. Empire was in constant conflicts and there was only four years to the Great War. In , public order
laws and police was not a match to the ideals represented. Protesters were prepared to risk reprisals on the part
of police and soldiers in order to express their grievances. In the three months following the new regime there
were more than a strikes: Mainly in Capitol and Thessalonica. Estimated that three-quarters of the labor force
of the Empire went on strike. An interesting point was; the strikes and revolts happened before and Sultan
remained above criticism Anatolian tax revolts in and bureaucrats and administrators deemed corrupt. This
time CUP was not immune and took the blame. They were now independent of the Sultan and were taking
measures to strengthen the Porte against the encroachments of both the Palace and the CUP. The Ottoman
counter-coup of gained traction when Sultan promised to restore the Caliphate , eliminate secular policies, and
restore the rule of Islamic law , as the mutinous troops claimed. CUP also eliminated the time for religious
observance. Some of the leaders of Bulgarian federalist wing like Sandanski and Chernopeev participated in
the march on Capital to depose the "attempt to dismantle constitution". The Albanians of Tirana and Elbassan,
where the Albanian National Awakening spread, were among the first groups to join the constitutional
movement. Hoping that it would gain their people autonomy within the empire. However, due to shifting
national borders in the Balkans, the Albanians had been marginalized as a nation-less people. The most
significant factor uniting the Albanians, their spoken language, lacked a standard literary form and even a
standard alphabet. Under the new regime the Ottoman ban on Albanian-language schools and on writing the
Albanian language lifted. The Albanians refused to submit to the campaign to "Ottomanize" them by force. As
a consequence, Albanian intellectuals meeting, the Congress of Manastir on 22 November , chose the Latin
alphabet as a standard script. This revised constitution, as the one before, proclaimed the equality of all
subjects in the matter of taxes, military service allowing Christians into the military for the first time , and
political rights. The new constitution was perceived as a big step for the establishment of a common law for all
subjects. The position of Sultan was greatly reduced to a figurehead, while still retaining some constitutional
powers, such as the ability to declare war. The same held true of most of the companies which were formed to
execute public works such as Baghdad Railway , tobacco and cigarette trades of two French companies the "
Regie Company ", and "Narquileh tobacco". Although minor, the war was an important precursor of World
War I as it sparked nationalism in the Balkan states. Ottomans were losing their last directly ruled African
territory. The Italians also sent weapons to Montenegro, encouraged Albanian dissidents, seized Rhodes and
the other. The Committee of Union and Progress won landslide the Ottoman general election, The CUP,
which got the public mandate from the electrode, did not compromise with minority parties like their
predecessors that is being Sultan Abdul Hamid had been. Calling itself the Group of Liberating Officers or
Savior Officers , its members were committed to reducing the autocratic control wielded by the CUP over
military operations. Supported by the Liberal Union in parliament, these officers threatened violent action
unless their demands were met. Said Pasha resigned as Grand Vizier on 17 July , and the government
collapsed. A new government, so called the "Great government", was formed by Ahmet Muhtar Pasha. The
members of the government were prestigious statesmen, technocrat government, and they easily received the
vote of confidence. This CUP excluded from cabinet posts. The Ottoman Aviation Squadrons established by
largely under French guidance in Balkan Wars, â€”[ edit ] The three new Balkan states formed at the end of
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the 19th century and Montenegro , sought additional territories from the Albania , Macedonia , and Thrace
regions, behind their nationalistic arguments. The incomplete emergence of these nation-states on the fringes
of the Empire during the nineteenth century set the stage for the Balkan Wars. On 10 October the collective
note of the powers was handed. While Powers were asking Empire to reform Macedonia, under the
encouragement of Russia, a series of agreements were concluded: The Serbian-Bulgarian agreement
specifically called for the partition of Macedonia which resulted in the First Balkan War. The strong march of
the Bulgarian forces in Thrace pushed the Ottoman armies to the gates of Istanbul. The Second Balkan War
soon followed. Albania declared independence on 28 November. The empire agreed to a ceasefire on 2
December, and its territory losses were finalized in in the treaties of London and Bucharest. Albania became
independent, and the Empire lost almost all of its European territory Kosovo , Sanjak of Novi Pazar ,
Macedonia and western Thrace to the four allies. These treaties resulted in the loss of 83 percent of their
European territory and almost 70 percent of their European population. During the wars, food shortages and
hundreds of thousands of refugees haunted the empire. After the war there was a violent expel of the Muslim
peasants of eastern Thrace. However the status of Kuwait that came to be the only lasting result, as its
outcome was formal independence for Kuwait. Albania had been under Ottoman rule in about As a result,
Herbert was offered the crown of Albania, but was dissuaded by the British prime minister, H. Asquith , from
accepting. Instead the offer went to William of Wied , a German prince who accepted and became sovereign
of the new Principality of Albania. LU flexed its muscles with the forced dissolution of the parliament in The
signs of humiliation of the Balkan wars worked to the advantage of the CUP [19] The cumulative defeats of
enabled the CUP to seize control of the government. The CUP established tighter control over the faltering
Ottoman state. LU supporters had been involved in the assassination; their crush followed. Cemal Pasha was
responsible for executing revenge. The execution of former officials had been an exception since the Tanzimat
s period; the punishment was the exile. The public life could not be far more brutish 75 years after the
Tanzimat. He was succeeded in the Ministry by Halil[ who? Otto Liman von Sanders was assigned to
reorganize the First Army , his model to be replicated to other units; as an advisor [he took the command of
this army in November ] and began working on its operational area which was the straits. This became a
scandal and intolerable for St. To solve this issue Germany de-ranked Otto Liman von Sanders to a point that
he can barely control an army corps. If there was no solution through Naval occupation of Istanbul, the next
Russian idea was to improve the Russian Caucasus Army. Elections, [ edit ] The Empire lost territory in the
Balkans, where many of its Christian voters were based before the elections. The CUP made efforts to win
support in the Arab provinces by making conciliatory gestures to Arab leaders. After elections, the democratic
structure had a better representation in the parliament; the parliament that emerged from the elections in
reflected better ethnic composition of the Ottoman population There were more Arab deputies, which were
under-represented in previous parliaments. The CUP had a majority government. The Ottoman imperial
government was established in January Ismail Enver became a Pasha and was assigned as the Minister of
War; Ahmet Cemal who was the military governor of Istanbul became Minister for the Navy; and once a
postal official Talaat became the Minister of the Interior. These Three Pashas would maintain de facto control
of the Empire as a military regime and almost as a personal dictatorship under Enver Pasha during the World
War I. Until the Ottoman general election, , any other input into the political process was restricted with the
outbreak of the World War I.
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Russia is defeated during the Russo-Japanese War. Czar Nicholas II suppresses emerging riots in a bloody
crackdown, but he also bestows the giant empire with constitutional rights and a parliament, the Duma. World
War I begins. Under Lenin, the Bolsheviks decide to take up peace talks with the Central Powers. Russia pulls
out of the war. Under the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, it loses large parts of its Western territory. Millions die
during the subsequent famine. Treaty of Nonaggression with Nazi-Germany. The so-called Hitler-Stalin Pact
also included an agreement to divide Poland. Soviet forces are able to stop the Germans before they reach
Moscow. The Red Army seizes Berlin. Germany is divided into occupation zones. Governments form, under
the dominance of respective communist groups, in Eastern European states previously "liberated" by the Red
Army. They follow the Soviet example. The explosion of the first Soviet nuclear bomb marks the start of an
arms race with the US. Russian Communist Party leader Leonid Brezhnev announces a doctrine of "limited
sovereignty" for Eastern European states. Following the death of the old Communist Party leadership circle,
Mikhail Gorbachev becomes head of state. With his glasnost policies, Gorbachev introduces greater freedom
of the press and remodels the corroding state and economic structures. The political thaw reaches Soviet
satellite states, which rid themselves of their Communist dictatorships during mostly peaceful revolutions. The
Soviet government agrees to German reunification. Eleven former Soviet republics establish the
Commonwealth of Independent States. Boris Yeltsin becomes president of the new Russian Federation.
Gorbachev resigns and the USSR is dissolved by the end of the year. The war in Chechnya, a bloody civil war,
begins in the North Caucasus. Russia is given membership in the G Vladimir Putin succeeds Yeltsin as
Russian president.
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Based on this discussion, this paper examines how the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire after World War I (WWI)
affected the risk perceptions of traders at the Ä°stanbul bourse. The paper uses manually collected data on the daily
price of the Ottoman war bond traded at the Ä°stanbul bourse.

Chapter 8 : Did Perestroika Cause the Fall of the Soviet Union? - HISTORY
Collapse of an Empire Summary by Yegor Gaidar is an exceptional, and highly unique outline of Russia's politics and
influences in the turbulent century.

Chapter 9 : The Legacy of an Empire: Russia's Path into the 21st Century - SPIEGEL ONLINE
The Russian Empire (Russian: Ð Ð¾Ñ•Ñ•Ð¸Ð¹Ñ•ÐºÐ°Ñ• Ð˜Ð¼Ð¿ÐµÑ€Ð¸Ñ•, tr. Rossiyskaya Imperiya) also known as
Imperial Russia or simply Russia (Russian: Ð Ð¾Ñ•Ñ•Ð¸Ñ•, tr. Rossiya) was an empire that existed across Eurasia and
North America from , following the end of the Great Northern War, until the Republic was proclaimed by the Provisional.
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